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Theory of the Linewidth of Intersubband Plasmons in Quantum Wells
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Intersubband (ISB) plasmons in remotely doped wide quantum wells acquire a linewidth even at zero
temperature and in-plane wave vector qk � 0 by a combination of intrinsic (electron-electron interaction)
and extrinsic effects (impurities and interface roughness). We present a quantitatively accurate theory
of the linewidth that treats both effects on equal footing and from first principles by a combination of
time-dependent density-functional theory with the memory function formalism. Comparison with recent
optical absorption experiments shows that the ISB plasmon linewidth has a significant contribution from
electron-electron interaction, and is only weakly related to the mobility.
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In semiconductor quantum wells, the conduction band
splits up into several subbands, and electrons (supplied,
e.g., by remote doping) can perform collective transitions
between them. These so-called intersubband (ISB) plas-
mons are currently of great experimental and theoretical
interest [1], and they are the basis of a variety of new de-
vices operating in the terahertz regime, such as detectors
[2] and quantum cascade lasers [3]. In designing these
devices, the emphasis usually lies in covering a particular
frequency range. However, often it is desirable that the
transitions also have a narrow linewidth, to achieve better
frequency resolution and larger peak absorption in detec-
tors, and higher gain in lasers. The linewidth arises from
a complicated interplay of a variety of scattering mecha-
nisms, intrinsic (electron-electron and electron-phonon) as
well as extrinsic ones (impurity, alloy disorder, and inter-
face roughness). Many aspects of this interplay are still
not well understood, in particular the relative importance
of the individual mechanisms [4].

To disentangle the various contributions to the ISB
linewidth, it is helpful to consider a situation where
some of them are not effective. In a recent experiment,
Williams et al. [5] studied collective ISB transitions in an
n-type 40-nm-wide single GaAs�Al0.3Ga0.7As quantum
well, with Si doping centers 100 nm away from the well.
Sharp transitions were found well below the LO phonon
frequency of GaAs (35.6 meV), at a temperature of 2.3 K.
Thus, neither remote impurity nor phonon scattering play
any significant role (nor is alloy-disorder scattering, as
shown in [6]). The linewidth is therefore expected to
be dominated by bulk impurity and interface roughness
scattering, while electronic many-body effects have
traditionally been neglected. However, for high-quality
samples this is no longer justified. In this Letter,
we present a theory that treats both damping mecha-
nisms on equal footing, by combining time-dependent
density-functional theory [7] (which includes purely
electronic damping [8–10] but neglects disorder) with the
memory function formalism [11–13] (which describes
disorder scattering, but ignores electronic damping).
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In the experiment [5], two parameters were controlled
independently: the electronic sheet density Ns (from
0.05 3 1011 to 1.3 3 1011 cm22), and a static electric
field E perpendicular to the well which pushes the elec-
trons against one of its edges. This provides an ideal tool
to distinguish interface roughness from other damping
effects.

ISB plasmons will be described using linear response
theory within a one-band effective-mass approximation
(units are chosen such that e� � m� � h̄ � 1, where e�

and m� are the effective charge and mass in GaAs). The
density response to a frequency-dependent external pertur-
bation yext,1�r,v� is given by

n1�r,v� �
Z

d3r 0 x�r, r0, v�yext,1�r0, v� . (1)

All damping effects are contained in the response func-
tion x�r, r0, v� of the system, discussed below in detail.
We consider perturbations of the form yext,1�z, v� � E0z,
corresponding to monochromatic plane electromagnetic
waves of amplitude E0 polarized along the z axis, the di-
rection of growth of the quantum well. Having solved the
response equation (1), the photoabsorption cross section
is obtained as s�v� � 2�8pv�E0c� Im

R
dz zn1�z,v�,

which can be directly compared with data from photo-
absorption measurements. s�v� has a peak at the plas-
mon frequency V with linewidth (HWHM) G.

The remaining problem is to calculate the response func-
tion x. Let us first consider a “clean” quantum well, in the
absence of any extrinsic damping. This case was treated in
detail in Ref. [10] using time-dependent density-functional
theory, and we summarize here only the key aspects. The
full response function of a clean interacting system, xc,
can be exactly written as [7]

x21
c �r, r0, v� � x21

0 �r, r0, v� 2
1

jr 2 r0j

2 fxc�r, r0, v� . (2)

Here, x0 is the response function for noninteracting elec-
trons which reads, in a mixed representation (qk is the wave
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vector in the x-y plane of the quantum well),

x0�qk, z, z0, v� �
NoccX
m�1

X̀
n�1

Fmn�qk, v�wm�z�wm�z0�

3 wn�z�wn�z0� , (3)

where

Fmn�qk, v� � 22
Z d2kk

�2p�2

3

Ω
f�em 1 k2

k�2�
qkkk 1 amn�qk� 1 v 1 ih

1
f�em 1 k2

k�2�
qkkk 1 amn�qk� 2 v 2 ih

æ
, (4)

amn�qk� � q2
k�2 1 en 2 em, f is the Fermi function at

T � 0, and h is a positive infinitesimal. em and wm�z�
are the Kohn-Sham energies and wave function [in local-
density approximation (LDA)] of the quantum well. For
the experimental range of Ns, the system under study
has nine bound levels, only the lowest being occupied
(Nocc � 1) [10]. The exchange-correlation (xc) kernel
fxc�r, r0, v� accounts, in principle exactly, for the differ-
ence between the full and the RPA response function and
has to be approximated in practice. Widely used is the
adiabatic local-density approximation (ALDA):

fALDA
xc �r, r0, v� � d�r 2 r0�

d2ehom
xc �n̄�
dn̄2

Ç
n̄�n�r�

, (5)

where ehom
xc �n̄� is the xc energy density of the homogeneous

electron gas, and n�r� is the ground-state density.
ISB plasmon dispersions V�qk� in quantum wells have

been widely studied [14]. The imaginary part of x0
determines the region of damping by single-particle
excitations (Landau damping). Outside that region, in par-
ticular at small qk, ISB plasmons are undamped in ALDA,
since fALDA

xc is frequency independent and real. In reality,
however, the absence of momentum conservation in the
z direction and coupling via Coulomb interaction opens
the possibility of plasmon decay into more complicated
excitations, such as multiple electron-hole pairs, even at
qk � 0. To take this effect into account, one has to go
beyond the ALDA and include dynamical xc effects.

For this purpose, we consider the linear current density
response j1�r, v� to an external vector potential. j1�r,v�
can be expressed, in principle exactly, as the current re-
sponse of a noninteracting system to an effective vector
potential. The latter has an xc part whose local-density
approximation [9] is given by

ivaxc,1,a�r, v� � =ayALDA
xc,1 �r, v�

2
1

n�r�

X
b

=bsxc,ab�r,v� , (6)

where a, b are Cartesian components, and yxc,1�r, v� �R
fxc�r, r0, v�n1�r0, v�. The dynamical correction to the
037402-2
ALDA features the viscoelastic stress tensor

sxc,ab � hxc�=bu1,a 1 =au1,b 2
2
3 = ? u1dab�

1 zxc= ? u1dab . (7)

Here, u1�r, v� � j1�r,v��n�r� is the velocity field, and
hxc���v, n�r���� and zxc���v, n�r���� are complex viscosity coef-
ficients whose explicit form is given in Ref. [9]. For qk �
0, fxc�z, z0, v� can be explicitly extracted from axc,1�z, v�
[10]. Inversion of Eq. (2) then yields xc�z, z0, v�.

In Fig. 1 we show the electric field dependence of the
ISB plasmon frequencies V for different values of Ns. In
the experimental data, built-in electric fields are subtracted,
so that V�E� exhibits a minimum for E � 0 and rises
quadratically for small fields. V�E� increases most rapidly
for the smallest Ns, since higher electronic densities tend
to screen the external electric field more efficiently. At
the same time, the depolarization shift increases with Ns.
As a consequence, the curves of V�E� for different Ns are
crossing each other. These features are very well repro-
duced by theory. Ignoring dynamical xc effects (i.e., using
RPA) induces a 10% blueshift of V, which then compares
less favorably with experiment.

Figure 2 shows the ISB plasmon linewidth G�E� for dif-
ferent Ns. For small E, the experimental data again exhibit
a quadratic behavior, and G�E� rises faster for smaller Ns.
For large negative E, G saturates at about 0.7 meV. For
positive E (i.e., pointing in the direction of sample growth),
G rises somewhat higher. The asymmetry of G�E� is likely
to be due to slightly different roughnesses of the interfaces.

The calculated G for the clean quantum well (damp-
ing through electron-electron interaction only) lies clearly
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FIG. 1. ISB plasmon frequency versus electric field. Top: ex-
perimental data from Ref. [5]. Bottom: calculation for the clean
quantum well. The individual curves are for different values of
Ns. At zero field, from bottom to top: (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5,
0.7, 1.0, and 1.3� 3 1011 cm22.
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FIG. 2. ISB plasmon linewidth versus electric field. Top: ex-
perimental data from Ref. [5]. Middle: calculated results for
the clean quantum well. Bottom: the same, but now including
impurities and interface roughness. The individual curves are
for the same values of Ns as in Fig. 1.

below the experimental values, which is hardly surprising.
However, it can be seen that these purely electronic effects
are far from negligible, at least for Ns not too small, and
provide an intrinsic lower limit to the linewidth of about
0.1 to 0.2 meV for Ns � 1011 cm22.

For a quantitative description of plasmon damping, we
now include scattering by charged impurities and interface
roughness using the memory function formalism [11–13].
We first briefly summarize the method for homogeneous
systems. Consider the correlation functions
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Cij�q, v� � ���Ai �q� j�L 2 v�21jAj�q���� (8)

between orthonormal variables Ai�q�, �Ai jAj� � dij.
Here, L is the Liouvillian of the system [for definitions
of L and the scalar product �· · · j · · ·�, see [11–13]). The
correlation functions are coupled by a set of equations:X

h

�vdih 2 Vih�q� 1 Mih�q, v��Chj�q, v� � 2dij .

(9)

Here, Vij�q� � ���Ai�q� jL jAj�q���� is the restoring force
matrix, and the memory function kernels are

Mij�q, v� � ���Fi�q� j�QL Q 2 v�21jFj�q���� , (10)

where Q projects perpendicular to phase-space fluctuations
of wave vector q, and Fi�q� is the fluctuating force. The
correlation functions of interest involve the density fluctua-
tions A0�q� � r�q� ���r�q� jr�q����21�2 and the longitudinal
current density A1�q� � j�q��

p
n, where n is the uniform

density of the system. A standard approach for solving
Eq. (9) is to set the memory function matrix to zero, except
for the diagonal elements:

Mij�q, v� � �1 2 di0�dijM�q, v� (11)

(M00 vanishes due to the continuity equation). This leads
to the following expression for the density-density corre-
lation function F�q, v� � C00�q, v�xc�q, 0� [13,15]:

F�q, v� �
xc�q, 0�Fc���q, v 1 M�q, v����

xc�q, 0� 1 M�q, v�Fc���q, v 1 M�q, v����
,

(12)

where Fc is the correlation function for the clean system.
The homogeneous response function is finally obtained via
F�q, v� � �x�q, v� 2 xc�q, 0���v.

Equation (12) is suitable to describe transport phenom-
ena where electronic motion takes place in a homogeneous
system, such as the x-y plane of a quantum well. In the
case of ISB plasmons, currents are flowing perpendicular
to the quantum well. Equation (12) thus has to be general-
ized to describe the strong inhomogeneity in the z direction
due to the interfaces. We summarize here only the results,
details will be given elsewhere. Equation (9) becomes
X

h

Z
dz00 �vd�z00 2 z�dih 2 Vih�qk, z, z00� 1 Mih�qjj, z, z00, v��Chj�qk, z00, z0, v� � 2dijd�z 2 z0� . (13)
We again use Eq. (11) and set all off-diagonal elements of
Mih�qk, z, z00, v� equal to zero. Unfortunately, no closed-
form solution similar to (12) exists, so that Eq. (13) has to
be solved numerically. The full response function needed
in Eq. (1) then follows from

F�qk, z, z0, v� �
Z

dz00 C00�qk, z, z00, v�xc�qk, z00, z0, 0�

� �x�qk,z, z0, v� 2 xc�qk, z, z0, 0���v .
(14)

All that remains is to specify the memory function M�qk �
0, z, z0, v�, defined as a correlation function between fluc-
tuating longitudinal forces. In the usual decoupling
approximation [13], the memory function for charged-
impurity scattering is found to be

MI�z, z0, v� �
Z d2pk

´2�pk�
F�pk, z, z0 , v�p

n�z�n�z0�

Z
dz̃ ni�z̃�

3 sgn�z 2 z̃� sgn�z0 2 z̃�
3 e2pkjz2z̃je2pkjz 02z̃j, (15)

where ni�z� is the number of impurities per volume, ´�pk�
accounts for dielectric screening [16], and n�z� is the elec-
tronic ground-state density in the well. Likewise, the
037402-3
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memory function associated with interface roughness is

MR�z, z0, v� �
Z d2pk

�2p�2

F�pk, z, z0 , v�p
n�z�n�z0�

�U�pk�2�

3 =z=z 0�d�z 2 zl�d�z0 2 zl�
1 d�z 2 zr �d�z0 2 zr�� , (16)

where U�pk� is the random roughness scattering potential,
assumed for simplicity to be the same at the left and right
interfaces, zl and zr , respectively. The total memory func-
tion is the sum of MI and MR , and explicitly depends on F.
This means that F has to be calculated self-consistently,
which is a complicated computational task. For simplic-
ity, we use instead the noninteracting F0�qk, z, z0, v� in
(15) and (16), defined by replacing x and xc with x0 in
Eq. (14). This is expected to be a good approximation as
long as plasmon damping is not too strong.

The presence of bulk impurities in the quantum well is
mainly caused by segregation of donors from the lower
delta-doped layer and diffusion along z during growth.
We use the functional form ni�z� � 1.33e2z�30 nm 3

1015 cm23, proposed in Ref. [5] to explain in-plane mo-
bility data, for the bulk impurity concentration in Eq. (15).
We also include scattering from the upper delta-doped
layer (remote impurity density 4.8 3 1011 cm22).

To describe interface roughness, we take a Gaussian
form for the autocorrelation function of the random inter-
face roughness potential [16,17],

�U�pk�2� � pm2D2h2e2p2
kh

2�4. (17)

Here, m is the depth of the quantum well (257.6 meV
for GaAs�Al0.3Ga0.7As), and the correlation length h and
average roughness height D are controlled by material and
growth conditions. We find that G depends mainly on the
product Dh and only little on the particular functional form
of �U�pk�2�.

The bottom part of Fig. 2 shows G�E� calculated includ-
ing electronic, impurity, and interface roughness damping.
The roughness parameters, h � 64.4 Å and D � 4 Å,
chosen to give the best fit to experiment for the largest
Ns, are in the characteristic range found by lattice imag-
ing techniques [18]. Our results are in good agreement
with experiment even away from flat band, as long as
E is not too large. For jEj * 1 mV�nm, the experi-
mental linewidth saturates, while the calculated linewidth
keeps growing. The main reason for this difference is the
above-mentioned neglect of self-consistency in the mem-
ory functions, as will be discussed elsewhere.

The behavior of G is dominated by interface rough-
ness scattering and can in fact be qualitatively explained
by it alone: Via (16), G depends on the product of den-
sity fluctuations at the edges, which, for E � 0, have the
largest amplitude for highest Ns. For finite E, electrons
get pushed towards one edge, but less so for higher densi-
037402-4
ties due to screening of the external field. G�E� thus rises
more steeply for smaller Ns, and the curves cross.

In Ref. [5] the mobility was found to be dominated by
bulk impurity scattering. By contrast, we find that G is
hardly affected by impurities, but is strongly related to in-
terface roughness. However, including electron-electron
scattering does lead to a significant quantitative improve-
ment for G, in particular for small E.

The theory of the ISB plasmon linewidth presented here
allowed us to treat both intrinsic and extrinsic damping
mechanisms from first principles and on equal footing. Us-
ing reasonable values for the roughness parameters, we
obtained quantitative agreement with the experimentally
measured linewidth. A remarkable outcome of this study
is that the ISB plasmon linewidth is primarily controlled
by interfacial roughness, and only weakly affected by the
concentration of bulk impurities. The opposite is true for
the in-plane mobility, which is primarily controlled by bulk
impurities. Thus, the correlation between ISB plasmon
linewidth and in-plane mobility is rather weak, which is
physically understandable since currents are flowing per-
pendicular to the quantum well in the former case, and
parallel to it in the latter.
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